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ABSTRACT

In 1966, publication of the Federal proposal, A 
Proposed Program for Scenic Roads and Parkways. was the 
high point of national interest in a scenic road program in 
the United States. In my opinion, the report fell short of 
providing rigorous and practicable criteria for the purpose 
of defining and evaluating such roads. In this thesis, I 
propose my own criteria for scenic road evaluation. I treat 
the internal character of the scenic road and its landscape 
setting in separate sets of criteria, but I argue for the 
necessity of a proper integration of road and landscape.
I present my criteria at the end of the thesis in the form 
of questions arranged in checklist fashion. One may thus 
evaluate a scenic road in the field by responding to the 
questions in the affirmative or in the negative. A scenic 
road will have been confirmed by a majority of affirmative 
responses.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The invention of the automobile in our century has 
changed the face of the United States by requiring us to 
build a network of roadways throughout our cities and 
countrysides. Our expanded freedom of movement has caused 
the development of a roadway circulation system like no 
other in the country's history to the effect that we have 
become dependent upon the automobile and our roads for work 
and for play. The automobile has become a necessity in our 
lives, and with it so have our roads. But the automobile 
and the roadway have also enabled us to seek recreational 
pleasure through driving.

Driving for pleasure requires certain types of roads 
which especially lend themselves to this purpose. One road 
type that has more recreational value than any other is, 
what I shall call throughout my thesis, the scenic road.

In this paper, I will focus on that type of road to 
be identified for the purpose of recreational driving and 
visual pleasure. I seek to improve existing criteria that 
have been proposed in the 1966 Federal report, A Proposed

1



Program for Scenic Roads and Parkways."*' It is my conten
tion that this document fell short of providing realistic 
and usable criteria, and I attempt to develop better 
aesthetic and technical standards for the evaluation of 
scenic roads and their landscape settings.

I have organized my paper in four steps. First, I 
have set down a methodological basis to show how the subject 
will be approached. Second, I have presented a historical 
survey of United States policy statements on the scenic 
road, during the years 1962-1969. Third, I have formulated 
my own definition of the scenic road. And fourth, I have 
presented criteria for the evaluation of the scenic road in 
terms of its physical character, its landscape setting, and 
the integration of the scenic road and landscape.

1. U.S. Commerce Department, A Proposed Program 
for Scenic Roads and Parkways (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1966).



CHAPTER 2

THE METHODOLOGY

This chapter concerns the methodology of this study.
My approach is based on the methodological theory of
Abraham Kaplan who in his book, The Conduct of Inquiry.
speaks of methodology and scientific method. He writes,
"I mean by methodology the study— the description, the
explanation, and justification— of methods, and not the

2methods themselves."
What Kaplan refers to here as the three elements of 

methodology— description, explanation, and.justification—  
will be examined in this chapter in order to develop a 
process for establishing criteria for the scenic road.
Kaplan writes: •

In what follows I shall mean by methodology a 
concern with mid-range techniques and principles, 
which I shall correspondingly designate methods.
Methods are techniques sufficiently general to 
become common to all sciences, or to a significant 
part of them. Alternatively, they are logical or 
philosophical principles sufficiently specific to 
relate especially to science as distinguished from 
other human enterprises and interests. Thus, 
methods include such procedures as forming concepts 
and hypotheses, making observations and measure
ments, performing experiments, building models and

2. Abraham Kaplan, The Conduct of Inquiry (San 
Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1964), p. 18.
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theories, providing explanations, and making 
predictions.

The aim of methodology, then, is to describe 
and analyze these methods, throwing light on their 
limitation and resources, clarifying their pre
suppositions and consequences, relating their 
potentialities to that twilight zone at the 
frontiers of knowledge. It is to venture 
generalizations from the success of particular 
techniques, suggesting new applications, and to 
unfold the specific bearings of logical and metha- 
physical principles on concrete problems, suggesting 
new formulations. It is to invite speculation from 
science and practicality from philosophy. In sum, 
the aim of methodology is to help us to understand, 
in the broadest possible terms, not the products 
of scientific inquiry, but the process itself.

In accordance with Kaplan's methodological theory,
I begin my study by providing a description of my subject 
in the form of an historical survey of United States policy 
statements concerning the scenic road during the years 1962- 
1969. A brief history of the period when scenic roads were 
a national political topic will point toward the recent 
federal policy statements that established national criteria 
for scenic roads. Criteria presented in the 1966 report are 
evaluated.

I then consider various definitions of the scenic 
road and propose a new definition of my own.

Finally, I explore the component parts of both the 
aesthetically pleasing roadway and the scenic landscape.
When road and landscape are in visual concert, I will show, 
a scenic road is the result.

3. Ibid., p. 23.
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The purpose of this paper is. to develop a workable 

criteria for the evaluation of scenic roads. It is impor
tant to recognize that I stress the feasibility of the 
criteria, for to be of value such criteria must be prac
ticable in the field. Therefore, I have enumerated my 
criteria in the form of an evaluation sheet which may be 
found at the end of this thesis.

My method involves an assessment of available in
formation concerning the scenic road, a definition of 
physical elements both of the roadway and landscape, and a 
statement of criteria. To best understand the nature of the 
study it is necessary to realize that it is oriented toward 
the principles and techniques of designing. I consider, 
therefore, only those physical elements of the scenic road 
that are normally visible to the user and that are crucial 
to the designer concerned with the scenic road.

This paper will attempt to point out examples of the 
successful recognition of elements with aesthetic value. We 
designers have been unable to put together good, workable 
criteria for evaluation of scenic roads. In the past we 
have specialized in closely related elements and failed to 
apply our very specialized knowledge to the creation and 
identification of scenic roads. In other words, our knowl
edge and understanding have never been utilized to develop 
standards for defining and evaluating scenic roads.



Many things are known about the planning and con
struction of the roadway, and many persons have written 
about the beauty of the natural landscape. To my knowledge, 
no one has yet tried to bring together the physical and 
aesthetic aspects of road evaluation. Because urban planning 
today is becoming more broadly based, it is possible to 
apply some of the technical and aesthetic principles of that 
discipline to a study designed to improve existing criteria 
for evaluating the scenic road, I feel that I am able to 
bring together my own skill and judgment in the field of 
urban planning to contribute to the advancement of knowledge 
of the scenic road. The urban planner is a generalist with 
a specialty; he must bring together various disciplines which 
may be otherwise quite divergent. Inevitably, the planner 
must involve himself with the scenic road, for it is one of 
the physical planning elements on the regional scale. The 
scenic road is perhaps one of the most delicate landscape 
features with which the planner must contend. Design 
aesthetics, ecology, and engineering all enter into recog
nition, placement, and development of the scenic road.

Most of the studies concerned even in the slightest 
way with scenic roads have focused on two general areas.
First, many studies rely on surveys taken of individuals' 
perceptions and evaluations of the environmental setting of 
the scenic road. Second, a few studies have evaluated ex
clusively the physical aspects of the road. In my opinion,



none of the previous studies have presented workable tech
nical and aesthetic criteria for evaluating the scenic road. 
My intent is to combine these two types of approach in order 
to provide a list of criteria composed of both technical and 
aesthetic observations.

More information and ideas about aesthetics in our 
cities and country areas are needed. With my background in 
landscape architecture and urban planning, I have developed 
a sensitivity toward particular elements that are deemed 
"beautiful" and nature oriented. During my two years at The 
University of Arizona, I have specialized in the area of 
transportation planning. Landscape architecture and trans
portation planning seem to exert themselves in this subject 
matter. I also believe that the essence of a planner's 
responsibility is to bring together his understanding and 
skill, so that he may make a meaningful contribution in his 
own field. The coordination of the principles of engineer
ing and landscape architecture are part and parcel of the 
urban planner's task in considering the problem of the 
scenic road.



CHAPTER 3

A SHORT HISTORY OF UNITED STATES POLICY 
STATEMENTS ON SCENIC ROADS: 1962-1969

Traditionally, local governments have been respon
sible in the construction of local roads„ Some of these 
roads have scenic quality and some do not, and for many, 
special attention has been given to their landscaping and 
location, A few scenic roads have been built by special 
authorities, but coordination between local governments on 
the issue of scenic road development has been lacking.

State governments, moreover, have tended to provide 
for most of the planning, financing, and construction of 
scenic roads. Along with these actions, the states have 
also maintained and policed such roads. Generally, the 
states have been active in many areas of scenic road devel
opment, including the construction of scenic over-looks, 
additional scenic easements, and greenbelts. Unfortunately, 
interstate coordination has been lacking.

At the Federal level, the Bureau of Public Roads 
has had much activity in scenic road and parkway develop
ment. The Bureau advises, reviews, evaluates, and approves 
actions of the states for reimbursement to them for the 
statutory pro rata share of the right-of-way and construc
tion costs. Many grants have been given the states for the



same purposes. The Bureau also builds and maintains high
ways throughout national forests and public lands, and it 
acts in cooperation with other agencies of the federal 
government.

Scenic roads have developed in a random manner in 
the United States. Actions by the Federal, state, and local 
governments in behalf of a scenic road program have lacked 
overall coordination. In this chapter I will sketch a brief 
history of United States policy statements on the Federal 
level with respect to scenic roads during the years 1962- 
1969.

The program started during the administration of 
President John F. Kennedy. On April 27, 1962, President 
Kennedy signed Executive Order 11017. This order set up the

4council that would develop the scenic road program. Section 
I of the order created the Recreation Advisory Council 
composed of the Secretaries of Interior; Agriculture;
Defense; Health, Education, and Welfare; and of the adminis
trator of the Housing and Home Finance Agency. . The Secretary 
of the Interior was designated to devise methods and pro
cedures for improved interagency coordination in the devel
opment and administration of national outdoor recreation

4. John F. Kennedy, "Executive Order No. 11017," 
Federal Register, 27, No. 84 (Washington, D.C.: Office of 
the Federal Register, National Archives and Records Service, 
General Services Administration, 1962), pp. 4137-4139.
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policies and programs. Section II states that the functions 
of the Council were to provide biro ad policy advice to heads 
of federal agencies on all important matters affecting 
outdoor recreation and to facilitate coordination among 
various federal agencies. The concerns of the Recreation 
Advisory Council were to include (1) the protection and 
appropriate management of scenic areas, natural wonders„ 
primitive areas, historic sites, and recreational areas of 
national significance; (2) management of federal lands for
broad benefits; (3) management of fish and wildlife areas;
(4) assistance and cooperation with state and local govern
ments; (5) encouragement of interstate arrangements with
federal participation; and (6) leadership in nation-wide

>
recreation efforts. Section III generally states that this 
order should not limit existing programs. Section IV, 
directed toward assistance and cooperation, states that 
federal agencies headed by officers composing the Council 
shall furnish assistance and information, data, and reports, 
and that they shall cooperate with the Council.

On October 28, 1963, Senate Resolution No. 217 was 
offered to the Unites States Senate.^ This resolution 
recommended that a study be conducted toward establishing a 
national system of scenic highways, and it set up the

5. U.S. Congress, Senate, Congressional Record,
109, Part 15 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1963), pp. 20297-20298.
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machinery for a feasibility sttidy. The Committee on Public 
Works considered the resolution and produced a favorable 
report on November 7, 1963. The report suggested certain 
amendments and reiterated the fact that "sightseeing by 
automobile is the Nation's number one outdoor recreational 
a c t i v i t y . T h e  United States Senate considered and adopted

7the resolution with amendments on November 8, 1963. This 
officially started the study for a scenic road program.

The Recreation Advisory Council published a policy 
statement titled, A National Program of Scenic Roads and 
Parkways: (Circular No. 4), on April 9, 1964, which recom
mended a ten-point national program. The first point of the
program proposed an exploration of "the most practicable

8criteria for identifying scenic roads and parkways."
At this time, Senate Bill 3173 was introduced. This 

bill would have offered monetary assistance to all the 
states for the purpose of scenic road development. A 
similar bill was introduced in the House of Representatives. 
Many letters in support of both bills appeared in the

6. U.S. Congress, Senate, Public Works Committee, 
Senate Report No. 635: Providing for a Study of Scenic and 
Recreational Highways, 88th Congress, 1st Session (Washing
ton, D.C. : GPO, 1963 ).

7. U.S. Congress, Senate, Congressional Record, 109, 
Part 16 (Washington, B.C.: GPO, 1963), p. 21469.

8. Recreation Advisory Council, A National Program 
of Scenic Roads and Parkways. Circular No. 4 (Washington,
B.C.: GPO, 1964), p. 2.
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qCongressional Record on January 8, 1965. In a special

message to the United States Congress on the subject of
Conservation and Restoration of Natural Beauty, February 8,
1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson said:

I hope that, at all levels of government, our 
planners and builders will remember that highway 
beautification is more than a matter of planting 
trees or setting aside scenic areas. The roads 
themselves must reflect, in location and design, 
increased respect for the natural and social 
integrity and unity of the landscape and communities 
through which they pass.10

This message was the prelude to an amendment to the
existing Federal laws. It no doubt weakened support for a
scenic road program. President Johnson evidently had other
priorities in mind. However, the scenic road program gained
some support with the statements to Congress made during 

111965.
Late in 1965, the report, Beauty For America: 

Proceedings of the White House Conference on Natural Beauty,

9. U.S. Congress, Senate, Congressional Record, 
111, Part 1 (Washington, B.C.: GPO, 1965) pp. 439-445.

10. Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States: Lyndon B. Johnson: Containing the Public Messages, 
Speeches, and Statements by the President, Book I (Washing
ton, B.C.: Office of the Federal Register, National Archives 
and Records Service, General Services Administration, 1965), 
p. 159.

11. U.S. Congress, Senate, Congressional Record. 
Ill, Part 6 (Washington, B.C.: GPO, 1965), p. 8406; U.S. 
Congress, Senate, Congressional Record. Ill, Part 14 
(Washington, B.C.: GPO, 1965), pp. 19012-19013.
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12was published. The conference participants restated some 

basic concepts„ but this report came much too late to save 
the national scenic road plan.

The Highway Beautification Act was passed and became
13effective in late 1965. This act provided for scenic 

development and road beautification of the federal highway 
system by screening junk yards, controlling billboards along 
roadways, and promoting roadway landscaping. Although the 
act was intended to provide for scenic development and road 
beautification of the federal highway system, it proved to 
be, in fact, the death blow to any type of national program 
for scenic highways. Congressmen whose priorities had by 
then shifted to the increasing Viet Nam war effort apparently 
found it unfeasible to support a national scenic road pro
gram , and their ratification of the Highway Beautification 
Act was, I feel, a compromise measure designed to avoid such 
a program.

On March 3, 1966, after the federal law was changed, 
the Secretary of Commerce submitted a preliminary report on 
a national scenic road program to the Recreation Advisory 
Council.

12. U.S. Government, Beauty for America: Proceed
ings of the White House Conference on National Beauty: May 
24-25, 1965 (Washington, B.C.: GPO, 1965).

13. U.S. Government, United States Statutes At 
Large, 20 (Washington, B.C.: GPO, 1966), pp. 1028-1029.
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On May 4, 1966, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed 

Executive Order 11278, providing for additional members in 
the Recreation Advisory Council and providing for a citizen's 
committee. The two new members were the Chairman of the 
Federal Power Commission and the Head of the General 
Services Administration. The Citizen's Committee was called 
The Advisory Committee on Recreation and Natural Beauty.

The Recreation Advisory Council approved publication 
of the study, A Proposed Program for Scenic Roads and Park
ways. This belated document, published December 3, 1966, 
culminated a four year effort to create a national program 
for scenic roads. The report states the importance of 
Federal involvement in the program.

The importance of these on-going Federal aid 
systems to the proposed national program of scenic 
roads is demonstrated by the fact that 65 per cent 
of the routes suggested by the states and the 
Federal agencies for scenic road study purposes 
are on existing Federal-aid primary or secondary 
systems.

Although the report set forth the basic data for the program, 
it was never to be adopted on a national scale.

President Johnson's State of the Union Message on 
January 30, 1967, indicated that he had shifted his priori
ties. Although he still talked of beautification, he leaned 
heavily toward automobile and road safety. He stated that

14. U.S. Commerce Department. A Proposed Program for 
Scenic Roads and Parkways (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1966), 
p. 93.
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he had supported a beautification campaign in 1965, and now
in 1966, he supported a comprehensive safety program. The
President had effectually abandoned further plans for a

15scenic road program.
Congressmen were also beginning to withdraw their 

support for the program. The Viet Nam conflict was a reason 
for their shift in priorities."*"^ No reference to scenic 
road development can be found in the Congressional Record or 
other official documents after April, 1967.

John A. Volpe, Secretary of Transportation since 
1969, has indicated the position on scenic roads held by the 
administration of Richard M. Nixon. In a speech given before 
the Subcommittee on Roads (under the Committee on Public 
Works), Volpe stated that continued top priority had to be 
given the Highway Safety Act of 1966. He said, "In the mean
while, we are restudying the entire beautification program

17with an eye toward modification." His statement reflects

15. U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Con
gressional Record, 113, Part 2 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1966), 
pp. 1787-1869.

16. U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Con
gressional Record, 113, Part 4 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1967), 
pp. 4993-5107; U.S. Congress, Senate. Congressional Record. 
113, Part 4 (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1967), pp. 4862-4993;
U.S. Congress, Senate, Congressional Record, 113, Part 8 
(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1967), pp. 9875-9980.

17. U.S. Congress, Senate, Public Works Committee, 
Highway Beautification: Hearings Before the Subcommittee on 
Roads of the Committee on Public Works. "Statement of Hon. 
John A. Volpe, Secretary of Transportation" (Washington,
D.C.: GPO, 1969), p. 3.
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the Administration's preference for the principles of high
way safety over the aesthetic guidelines established in the 
Highway Beautification Act of 1965, Three provisions in the 
Highway Beautification Act have not been funded since 1967,
They are: Sections 11.12 on junk yard control, 11.13 on

18billboard control, and 11.14 on landscaping.
And finally, Mr. G. F. Mclnturff, Acting"Highways

Beatification Coordinator, has indicated to me in a letter
dated December 22, 1969, that "At present there is no

19federal scenic road program."
My brief sketch of United States policy statements 

on scenic, roads has shown that scenic road development from 
1962 to 1969 has not been well coordinated at the local, 
state, and Federal levels. At the local level there has 
been virtually no activity in the area of scenic highway 
proposals. The states have had the largest number of scenic 
road projects. On the Federal level, the Bureau of Public 
Roads has advised, reviewed, evaluated, and approved for 
financial purposes scenic road programs for the states.

18. U.S. Congress, House of Representatives,
Listing of Operating Federal Assistance Programs Compiled 
During the Roth Study, 91st Congress, 1st Session (Washing
ton, D.C.: GPO, 1969), p. 753.

19. G. F. Mclnturff, Acting Highway Beautification 
Coordinator, Washington, D.C., personal communication, 
December 22, 1969.
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President Kennedy initiated the development of a 

Federal scenic road program in 1962 by creating the Recrea
tion Advisory Council.

In 1963, Senate Resolution No. 217 stated that 
automobile sightseeing was the number one outdoor recrea
tional activity in the United States.

Interest in a national program for scenic roads 
developed further in 1964 and 1965. In its policy state
ment , A National Program of Scenic Roads and Parkways, the 
Recreation Advisory Council included the first general 
criteria for the development of a scenic road program. The 
national program was weakened, however, by the passage of 
the Highway Beautification Act of 1965.

In 1966„ the proposed national program, A Proposed 
Program for Scenic Roads and Parkways, was published. But 
President Johnson revised the Recreation Advisory Council 
during 1966-67 s and he indicated that the emphasis at the 
Presidential level had shifted to automobile and road 
safety. Increased concern over the Viet Nam conflict had 
also drawn the attention of Congressmen away from a scenic 
road program.

After 1969, the program was dropped, and Secretary 
John A. Volpe issued a statement indicating that automobile 
and road safety were receiving the highest priority by the 
Nixon administration. Acting Highway Beautification



18
Coordinator G„ F„ Mclnturff wrote me late in 1969 and stated 
that a scenic road program no longer existed„

Z



CHAPTER 4

TOWARD A WORKABLE DEFINITION OF 
THE SCENIC ROAD

The scenic road is a physical planning element and 
can be specifically defined» The Traffic Engineering Hand
book provides a number of street and roadway definitions and

20classifications accepted throughout the United States*
The two major division that it makes are rural road types 
and urban road types, and each division has four sub
divisions. The scenic road is not mentioned in any category.

The scenic road should be defined and placed in a 
category separate from other road types. Such a definition 
would provide a common starting point both for those reading 
this paper and for those who attempt to evaluate such a road 
type. Before proposing my own definition of the scenic road, 
I would like first to. consider existing definitions, namely, 
the Federal program definition of the middle 1960's and the 
State of California dual definitions of 1970.

The authors of the 1966 report, A Proposed Program 
for Scenic Roads and Parkways felt that the scenic road was 
a unique road type. Many reasons are give about the

20. John E. Baerwald, Ed., Traffic Engineering Hand
book . (Washington, D.C.: Institute of Traffic Engineers, 
1965), p. 599.



necessity of having such a road type, but I have found no
evidence of any effort made to recognize this type through
an acceptable nationwide classification, such as by the
Institute of Traffic Engineers. The scenic road, according
to the 1966 report, "is a road or street having roadsides,
or traversing areas of relatively high aesthetic or cultural 

21value." It is said to have a roadside to accommodate
recreational activities which could not otherwise be
generated along other road types. The phrase, "traversing
areas," implies that one is moving through a visual corridor
wider than the immediate right-of-way and presumably within
this corridor there are scenic vistas observable from the
road and pullouts.

The report also states that other facilities may be
available to assist viewers in enjoying the visual pleasures
of the corridor. The corridor may contain features of the
total physiography: geology, soils, hydrologic features,
topography, plant materials, man-made elements, and climatic
features. The report states that these physical elements
relate to the scenic quality by their variety, accessibility,
location, geographic distribution, adaptability, evelop-

22ment, compatability, and other aspects. Furthermore, the 
road should (1) integrate with the environment and (2) deepen

21. Commerce Department, A Proposed Program for 
Scenic Roads and Parkways, p. 4.

22. Ibid., p. 5.
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23the observer's grasp of the environment. The difficulty 

in the Federal report arises, I believe when the scenic 
road is made to assume several functions, such as freeways 
and parkways have.

I believe that the scenic road has one function and
not several as proposed by most classifications. The
function of the scenic road is to provide pleasing access to
scenic areas. No such definition appears in the Traffic
Engineering Handbook1s Basic Classification System where
highways and streets are grouped into (1) interstate,
primary (excluding interstate), secondary and tertiary road
classes in rural areas; and (2) expressways, arterial,

24collector, and local road classes in urban areas. A prin
cipal assumption in this classification system is that all 
roadways are used by the public primarily for the purpose of 
transportation between various points. My contention is 
that none of these classifications provides for a facility 
for motorists who desire to travel exclusively for recrea
tional viewing pleasure.

The scenic road, as defined by the 1966 Federal 
report, also states that in addition to aesthetic value the 
roadway may also have cultural value. It is not the intent 
of this paper to explore cultural, historical, political, or

23. Ibid.
24. Baerwald, Traffic Engineering Handbook, p. 599.



other non-physical aspects of the scenic road. It is the 
intent of this paper rather to deal with physical and ob
servable elements. In dealing with the tangible and physical 
aspects of the scenic road, it will be possible to confine 
my observations to the immediately perceivable elements of 
scenic roads. After discussing the physical nature of 
scenic roads, I will consider the aesthetic qualities 
requisite for such roads.

The State of California, in accordance with the 
approach used by the Institute of Traffic Engineers, divides
its definition of the scenic road into two classes: urban
and rural.

1. Rural: The rural designated scenic highway
is a route that traverses a defined visual
corridor within which all natural scenic
resources and aesthetic value are protected 
and enhanced.

2. Urban: The urban designated scenic highway is 
a route that traverses a defined visual 
corridor which offers an unhindered view of 
attractive and exciting urban s c e n e s . ^5
In regard to each definition above, the report goes

on to say that development within the corridor should be
subject to and in accordance with a local plan and program

2 6of a reasonable standard on the use of the land.

25. California Public Works Department, The Scenic 
Route: A Guide for,the Official Designation of Eligible 
Scenic Highways (Sacramento: State of California, 1970) , p. 1.

26. Ibid.
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This dual definition, although plausible, is un

acceptable within the scope and purpose of this paper. The 
attempt to specify physical variables of the scenic roadway 
would be unduly complicated if the urban scenic road were to 
be included. It is not the intent of this paper to study 
the very complex urban scenic road, although both urban and 
rural scenic road types spring from a similar demand. Given 
the opportunity, many persons choose to leave the urban en
vironment in order to enjoy the natural enviornment of the 
countryside. I believe that the migration from city to 
country has to do with the human need for physical and 
spiritual refreshment which the natural environment can pro
vide. Although the definition of the rural road established 
by the State of California approaches what I expect such a 
road to be, I feel that it falls short of providing specific 
guidelines with respect to the function and composition of 
scenic roads.

A definition of the scenic road must be stated such 
that the function of the road is incorporated with the 
composition of the roadway and its setting. This definition
will set this road type apart from all others.

The scenic road should not necessarily be thought of
as a route between two points. The scenic road may well
follow a circular path and return to point of beginning. Its 
primary function is to provide a source of recreation, and 
its secondary function is to provide access to scenic
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overlooks and other scenic recreational areas, A scenic 
road should minimize detraction from the landscape and 
maximize the user's ability to view the road itself and the 
landscape. Thus, the characteristics and composition of the 
scenic road and its setting are oriented toward viewing 
roadway and landscape.

The setting must be natural, but it should not rule 
out all man-made features. Man's desire to be in, to be a 
part of, and to observe the natural landscape with its trees, 
streams, rocks, and animals is quite natural. The purpose V 
of the road, then, it to bring man closer to nature. Better 
if there was no automobile and no road, but such is the price 
paid for old and young to. have equal right to see and to be 
with nature.

I define the scenic road as: a vehicular circulation
element with pleasing internal form. located within a_ 
beautiful natural corridor which exists for the purpose of 
visual recreational enjoyment by its users.

This chapter has shown that the Federal definition 
and the California definitions of scenic road are unaccept
able because they lack specificity.

The Federal definition is very general and requires 
much explanation and discussion. In attempting to be in
clusive, the definition loses practicality.

The California definition is similar to the Federal 
definition except that it is a dual definition that proposes



urban and rural definitions„ These definitions are un
acceptable here because the urban one does not fall within 
the purpose and intent of this paper, and the rural one is 
much like the unacceptable Federal definition.

A new definition is proposed for the scenic road, 
and it is based upon the function of the scenic road and its 
characteristics and composition.



CHAPTER 5

A COMMENT ABOUT EXISTING CRITERIA

The only criteria available to evaluate scenic roads 
is presented in the 1966 report published by the Department 
of Commerce, A Proposed Program for Scenic Roads and Park
ways :

1„ Quality of existing or potential scenic 
features or recreational, historical, 
scientific, or cultural values.

2. Variety of experience provided for persons 
using the highway and complementary facilities.

3. Proximity to urban areas.
4. Accessibility of scenic features and other 

facilities.
5. Economic feasibility.
6. Location as related to general geographic 

distribution of similar or other features and 
facilities.

7. Geometric and structural design of the highway.
8. Highway safety.
9. Adaptability to development and public use.

10. Compatability with recreational, aesthetic, and 
conservation needs of the area, and competing 
highway transportation needs.27

27. U.S. Commerce Department, A Proposed Program 
for Scenic Roads and Parkways. pp. 9-10.

26 s
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The criteria presented in the 1966 report are, I 

feel, too general» I believe that these "criteria" are more 
like objectives one might seek idealistically, but they are 
not adequate measuring tools. One should remember, more
over , that these old criteria were designed for nation-wide 
application and were not meant to be specific.

The 1966 report on scenic highways states that "Rela-
28tive superiority is the main test." But the question "How 

does one measure relative superiority of roads?" has yet to be 
answered. In the report, the matter of relative superiority 
is stated.

1. Mountains must be higher, more rugged, more 
unusual in their setting, more dramatic, and 
more visible.

2. Bodies of water must be deeper, bluer, cleaner, 
wilder, faster moving, etc.

3. Flowers and wildlife must be more colorful, 
more variant, more plentiful, and more easily 
seen.

4. Landscapes must be more varied, more interest
ing, and have more impact in terms of visible 
resource uses, panoramas, contrasts harmony, 
and national or state significance.29
Although we recognize that areas derive their scenic 

attraction from "relative superiority," one asks the ques
tion, "relative to what?" It would seem that a methodology

28. Ibid.
29. Ibid.
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could be developed to make elements more measurable so that 
we might better evaluate this superiority.

The report goes on to state that more simplified 
criteria could be used. The following criteria from the
report are a simplified version of the criteria stated
earlier:

1. Proximity to population centers.
2. Accessibility to the traveling public.
3. Urgency of unmet needs.
4. Development costs.
5. Feasibility of landscape control or manage

ment.
6. Access to other recreation areas.
7. The relationship of existing and planned 

highway system.
8. The degree of public support.

The report mentions certain "considerations" in 
investigating scenic roads; these would compare with eval
uative "principles" in the city planner's terminology.

1. Harmonious integration of the road into the 
environment.

2. Clarification and strengthening the motorist's 
image of the environment.

3. Deepening the observer's grasp of the meaning 
of the environment.31

30. Ibid. , p. 29.
31. Ibid.„ p. 5.



The preceding guidelines are unacceptable from the 
standpoint of this paper. The criteria, measurement of 
superiority, and considerations do not adequately evaluate 
potential scenic roads.

This thesis will present criteria derived from the 
definition of the scenic road and arrange those standards in 
checklist fashion so that they may be usable in the field.



CHAPTER 6

CRITERIA FOR THE EVALUATION 
OF THE "SCENIC ROAD

This chapter is composed of three sections: (1) The
Internal Character of the Scenic Road, (2) The Landscape
Setting, and (3) The Relationship of Road and Landscape.
The concept used is one of viewing the scenic road as
composed of two major parts, the roadway and the landscape.
The roadway will be referred to as the internal element and
the landscape will be referred to as the external element.
Each of these major elements are further divided into
smaller parts. This approach is partly derived from Tunnard

32and Pushkarev1s book, Man-Made America: Chaos or Control.
I will set down the specifics of each of these two broad 
divisions and discuss each of the subdivisions. After dis
cussion of each subdivision, I will enumerate several cri
teria written in the text of my paper. The reader can 
thereby related the textual material with the specific 
criteria which are the desired standards for the scenic 
road. A complete list of criteria is located at the end of 
this paper.

32. Christopher Tunnard and Boris Pushkarev, Man- 
Made America: Chaos or Control (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1963), p. 205.

30
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All of the physical elements in this chapter will be 

analyzed by use of several visual guidelines. These in
dependent variables will be design unity, boundaries, scale 
and proportion, form and sculpture, space division, color, 
light and shade, sequence, and movement. Each of these 
variables provides one or more visual stimuli, and together 
they provide a total visual character, whether one is 
viewing the road, the landscape, or both. In certain 
instances all categories may not be used and in other 
instances other measuring devices may be used. But the 
variables given constitute the major guidelines for critical 
evaluation of parts of the scenic road.

The Internal Character of the 
Scenic Road

Every road has internal character. This character 
is a composite of many small individual parts— from the 
surface of the road to the drainpipes at the edge of the 
road. Thus, the character of each scenic road is determined 
by investigating physical features evident to the observer. 
The physical features can be categorized and, to a certain 
extent, evaluated. These five categories are: (1) the
roadway surface, (2) alignment of the roadway, (3) separa
tion of the traveled ways or one-wayi roads, (4) roadway 
accouterments, and (5) grading along the right-of-way.

The roadway surface is the most immediate and 
obvious consideration because it is always directly in front
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of the driver or observer. The roadway surface may be paved 
or unpaved. I feel that surfaced and unsurfaced roads 
should be given equal consideration, since both may be 
observed and each type of road has advantages and dis
advantages. The unpaved road, moreover, lends itself more 
to a rural and natural setting. Thus, my first criterion 
for the evaluation of the scenic road concerns the road 
paving:

1. Is the roadway surface unpaved?
The paved road of concrete or asphaltic concrete has 

a certain design unity in continuous color, texture, and 
definition. It easily carries the eye into the scene and 
may do so to such an extent that more important visual 
elements are not observed. But paving adds coherence and 
continuity to the road.

2. Does the roadway surface add coherence and 
continuity to the road?

The paved road establishes a horizontal boundary to the view 
as one moves over it. This visual containment tends to 
create a visual foundation to the picture-like view. The 
lineal form of a roadway is emphasized when paved.

3. Does the road seem to provide a horizontal boundary
to the view of the road?

4. Does the road seem to contain the eye on its surface?
5. Does the surface tend to create a visual emphasis?
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6. Does the lineal form tend to be de-emphasized 

because it is not paved?

The scenic road is easily seen in the distance and 
acts as a sculptural element in the distant view. In this 
way, ,Jit also provides a feeling of relative scale both near 
and far as the observer assumes a continued width. This 
aspect gives a certain proportion to all objects observed.

7. Is the road easily seen as a sculptural element in 
the distance?

8. Does the surfacing provide a feeling of relative 
scale in the distance?

9. Is a proportion evident in the road and other 
objects?

The paved road ties together elements in the overall 
picture and adds space division to the view causing the 
flowing of one element into another. Paving is constant in 
color, but it varies with the light source from the ob
server's point of view. Darker colors will tend to recede 
causing objects to be easily seen, whereas lighter colors 
will hide objects. Reflected light, however, may pose 
visual problems in glare and mirages. Imagined objects may 
appear where nothing exists. Although this situation poses 
a visual problem it may lend itself nicely to emphasizing 
the view as, for example, a mirage on the desert.
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10. Does the roadway surface seem to relate to other 

objects observed?
11. Does the roadway surface seem to tie together 

elements and add space division?
12. Is there a consistency to the view?
13. Does the road surface have a continuous and constant 

color?
14. Is the roadway a dark color?
15. Are any visual phenomena evident?

There may be a certain visual sequence set up in 
concrete roads because of their slab-like construction rather 
than the ribbon-like construction of asphaltic concrete. The 
paved road tends to move the eye away from natural objects.

16. Do concrete roads seem to have a sequence in the 
pavement pattern?

17. Is the paved road capable of keeping one aware of the 
natural surroundings?

The unpaved road has characteristics similar to the 
paved road, but tends to relate more toward the natural en
vironment. Unpaved roads are dusty, muddy, and generally 
more colorful, although the dust sometimes obscures the field 
of vision along the roadside. The absence of pavement adds . 
to the natural quality of the total scene in that natural 
soil and geologic structure are in greater evidence.
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18. Is there an absence of dust on the unpaved road?
19. Is natural soil or geology evident on the unpaved 

road?
20. Is scale and proportion lost on the unpaved road?
21. Does the unpaved road indicate an absence of

definition of the roadside?

Although the unpaved road tends less to impart a
feeling of visual scale and proportion, it may lend a rhyth-

lmic line to the view, since it coexists with the natural 
environment by passing around objects it cannot dominate.
Form and pictorial quality become very evident in landscapes 
of considerable visual activity. The spatial division of the 
natural road is similar to that of the paved road in that it 
ties together the total scenic view.

22. Does the unpaved road pass around objects?
23. Does the unpaved road have pictorial quality and form

blending with the landscape?
24. Does the unpaved road tie together the total picture 

rather than divide it?

The scenic road will necessarily have a variety of 
colors, depending upon its geographic location. From the 
white sand of the desert to the red clays of the coastal 
plain, color adds valid and abstract impressions by in
creasing visual depth and by highlighting objects. Earth 
colors visually blend with the colors of the landscape.
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Bright bands of unique soil colors may add visual excitement 
to an otherwise monotonous road„

25. Are a variety of colors evident adding depth and 
highlighting objects?

26. Do bright bands of unusual colors in soil or geology 
add excitement to the view?

The natural road will tend to have more texture than 
the paved. For example, a variety of road surfaces owing to 
natural soil and geology may be evident. Patterns and 
contrasts may compare with the natural landscape, thus 
indicating sequence. The unpaved road may then be preferable 
to the paved road.

27. Is the natural surface of the road more textured than 
a paved road?

28. Does the unpaved surface have unique character?

The scenic road, then, may be anything from a pair 
of tracks over the rolling hills to a graded facility.
Whether the road is an unpaved passageway or a graded sur
face complete with drainage and surface treatment to stabi
lize and hold down the dust, it must be functional for its 
intended use. That function is to provide a way for ob
servers to view a natural landscape. Obviously, if the 
condition of the road is such that vehicles risk becoming 
stuck, or if it creates great clouds of dust that obscure 
the vision, the road is not functioning properly. So, the
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scenic road must be considered within these bounds. It 
should function so that a number of people may use the 
element at the same time without hindering one another.

The alignment of the road is the next most obvious 
visual aspect of the scenic road. Roadway alignment, both 
horizontally and vertically, is the geometric shape of the 
road. This shape has much to do with the way the road fits 
into the landscape. Since the geometries of a road are 
rather complex, they must be categorized into the tangent, 
horizontal and vertical, and the curve, horizontal and 
vertical. The eye will tend to follow the alignment of the 
center line.

29. Does the roadway fit into the landscape?

The tangent causes the eye to move rapidly away from 
nearby objects to focus on a point in the distance. When a 
landmark is located at that point on the tangent, the gaze 
of the observer will be momentarily fixed on the object. The 
eyes may glide over the entire view, but they stop when the 
tangent points at something. This increases the scenic 
value of the road above that road whose tangent points at 
nothing. In that case, it may cause a monotonous and 
fatiguing situation for the observer. The tangent also may 
cause the view to be divided into right and left halves of 
the scene; this is undesirable because a continuity of scene 
is lost. In this respect, the tangent is a boundary that
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breaks the picture into two halves« Over long distances the 
view is broken vertically as well as horizontally, but more 
so on up-hill than down-hi11 views. The form of the tangent 
is rigid and unpleasing. It distorts the scale and propor
tion of the picture quality. It is without aesthetic form 
and can be architectonic and mechanical. It is dangerous in 
that this straight line with no form and movement may lead 
the eye immediately to the horizon.

30. When the road is in tangent does it point at some
thing?

31. Does the tangent cause the view to be divided?
32. Does the tangent seem volatile and pleasing?
33. Is the scale and proportion of the road evident

both near and far?

The curve is the opposite statement of the tangent 
in the scenic road. The tangent's rigidity gives way to the 
curve's fluid, organic shape. The curve causes the eye to 
scan the view. Thus, the curve tends to unite visually the 
total scene. It provides a pictorial division, but less 
than that of the tangent. The parabolic shape of the curve 
tends to destroy scale and proportion. The curve provides 
an acceptable form and shape to the road. It causes the 
visual combining of elements but tends to reduce the fore
ground, middleground, and background aspect of the view, 
thus limiting space division. The curve tends to vary sight
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distance, whereas the tangent does not. A short curve 
seems broken and abrupt, whereas a long curve seems sweeping 
and smooth. Short curves provide new views and long curves 
provide a panorama.

34. Does the curve cause the eye to scan the view, thus 
visually unifying the scene?

35. Does the curve tend to distort scale and proportion 
of objects?

36. Does the curve seem organic and acceptable in 
nature?

37. .Does it not tend to reduce the spatial breakdown of
pictorial quality?

38. Do long curves provide a sweeping view?
39. Do short curves abruptly provide a new view?

In seeking continuity of horizontal scale, several 
points should be noted. Long curves relate to long tangents, 
whereas short curves relate to short tangents. It is 
pleasing to find one-fifth to one-third of the roadway in 
straight sections, for even a continuous curvilinear align
ment can become monotonous.

40. Do long curves relate to long tangents?
41. Do short curves relate to short tangents?
42. Is one-fifth to one-third of the roadway in straight

(tangent) sections?
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An ideal alignment of this type can be created by long,
flat, circular curves, simple and compound, connected by
fairly long spiral transitions, with about two-thirds of the

3 3alignment on circular arcs and one-third on spiral arcs.
43. Does the curvilinear alignment have a ratio of 

two-thirds circular arcs to one-third spiral arcs?
In a flat topography, curves should be long and flat, but as 
one approaches a community or a different land use area, the 
curves should become shorter and sharper.

44. Are curves long and flat in flat topography?
45. Do curves become shorter and sharper as one ap

proaches a community or a different land use area?

Vertical alignment of the roadway is also a con
sideration, although it is less important than horizontal 
alignment. Grades are the changing elevation of the roadway 
as it gains and loses elevation along its alignment. The 
human eye will hot notice a grade of less than .8%, and 
generally grades of up to 3% will appear nearly flat. 
Obviously, any upgrade will emphasize the roadway, and down
grades will emphasize the scenic or distant view. Whether 
the vertical curve is parabolic or circular will not be 
noticed. A factor of visual concern is the stopping sight 
distance for crest curves and sag curves; they should relate

33. Tunnard and Pushkarev, Man-Made America: Chaos 
or Control, p. 205.
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to the surrounding topography. Most persons should easily 
detect a crest curve of 200 feet radius, but they should not 
have less than 600 feet of sight distance under any circum
stances. For a pleasing vertical alignment there should be 
a minimum number of curves. Vertical curves should be long 
with interspersed compound curves to break the monotony.

46. Does the roadway grade raise or drop occasionally?
47. Does the variation in grade cause visual concentra

tion on near and far points?
48. Is sight distance on vertical curves adequate to see 

the entire roadway?
49. Does there appear to be a minimal number of vertical 

curves in the roadway?
50. Are vertical curves interspersed with compound

/

curves?
51. Does a series of continuous vertical curves add 

pictorial unity to the road?

Vertical curves will tend to distort the scale and 
proportion of sizes of objects in the view, making it 
difficult to gain human perspective. However, a new form 
and sculptural quality is added to the roadway. Space 
division becomes distorted, and the foreground may be 
emphasized at one moment and background the next. Visual 
continuity may be lost. Vertical curves may cast shadows
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causing visual hesitancies, and they may create patterns and 
contrasts when viewed from afar.

52. Do objects keep their scale and proportion in the 
view even with curves?

53. Does the roadway appear more organic and sculptural?
54. Do the curves seem to emphasize different spatial 

views?
.55. Are shadows cast by vertical curves and are sections 

of the roadway brighter from reflected sunlight?
56. Are patterns and contrasts of the overall roadway 

visible in the distance?
Generally speaking, curves in vertical plane will add life 
to the scenic view, but at the same time thus tend to 
distort it.

According to Rubenstein in his book, A Guide to Site 
and Environmental Planning. several points should be observed 
when relating horizontal to vertical alignments.^ When the 
horizontal alignment is a tangent, the profile should also 
be in tangent. When a horizontal alignment is composed of a 
tangent connected to a curve, the profile should be in 
tangent. A disruptive effect is quite evident if there is 
a sag or crest at the entry or exit of a curve. In con
sidering long horizontal arcs, the profiles should be in

34. Harvey M. Rubenstein, A Guide to Site and En
vironmental Planning (New York, London, Sydney, and Toronto: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1969), p. 129.
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tangent or in a constant sweeping vertical curve because 
sags and crests in a constant curve appear disruptive.
Humps in curves and tangents are not pleasing. Generally, 
the vertical and horizontal alignments of a road should fit 
together. If one is long and sweeping, so should be the 
other.

57. When the vertical alignment is in tangent is the 
horizontal alignment also in tangent?

58. Are sags and crests in keeping with the horizontal 
alignment?

59. Is the vertical alignment in tangent when the hori
zontal alignment is in tangent?

60. Are sags and crests evident at places other than at 
exits and entrances to horizontal curves?

61. Is the profile in tangent when long horizontal curves 
are evident?

62. Are sags and crests nonexistent in curves?
63. Does the horizontal and vertical alignment seem to 

fit together?

The following are a few principles that can be used, 
in the achievement of an aesthetically pleasing alignment.

a. The roadway should have equal alignment of both 
horizontal and vertical planes.

b. It should have vertical and horizontal curves 
terminating and beginning at different points
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with horizontal curves containing vertical 
curves,

c. The vertex or turning point of a vertical curve 
should roughly coincide with the vertex of the 
horizontal curve, 

d„ The roadway should have an overall continuity of 
a three-dimensional form rather than a series of 
small unrelated forms.

If these general principles are followed, an overall conti
nuity will cause the observer to be able to concentrate on 
and anticipate the experience of an aesthetically pleasing 
roadway alignment,

I feel that the separation of traveled ways may be 
the most valuable aspect of the scenic road. The best scenic 
road might be a one-way road looping back to the starting 
point,

64, Is the road a one-way loop?

The next most desirable scenic road would be the 
type with a median divider, or the type of road that is 
separated vertically and horizontally. With median dividers, 
the space should never be less than twice the width of a 
traveled way, or about 30 feet. It may be desirable for the 
roadways to separate for considerable distances,

65, Is the roadway divided by a median or otherwise are 
roadways separated?
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66. Is the divided roadway separated vertically as well 

as horizontally?
67. Are median dividers at least twice the width of a 

traveled way, or 30 feet?
68. When roadways are separated is there some idea where 

the other roadway is?

Median dividers look better when they widen on hori
zontal curves, whereas differences in grade should commence 
and terminate at a sag or crest curve common to both road
ways. Median dividers tend to create further visual bound
aries in the view because they separate the view vertically 
and break up the pictorial quality of the scene. Medians 
have the same visual effect as another roadway when they do 
not vary in width. When static in width they may add a rela
tive scale to the distant view, but they will always compound 
the statement of the roadways. Continuous vertical curves 
in the median will add sequence to the pictorial quality of 
the view. The scenic road will always be better without 
medians, provided it is one-way. If not, the median may 
soften the effect of the road cutting through the landscape.

69. Do median dividers tend to act as visual boundaries 
in the view?

70. Does the consistently wide median add a relative 
visual scale to the view?

71. Does the median divider have a form of its own?
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72„ Is any amount of sequence or unique pictorial

quality of the view added because of the variation 
of the median grading from that of the roadway?

73. Is any softening effect evident in the total view 
because of the median?

Roadway accouterments are no less an important con
sideration in evaluating the scenic road. Clean definition 
of roadway, shoulder, median divider (if one exists), side 
slopes, and accessory structures make the scenic road more 
scenic. Accessory structures are walls, bridges, overpasses, 
signs, road painting, lights, drain pipes, and other such 
necessary elements for the proper functioning of the road.
All should be unobtrusive in the scenic situation.

74. Are roadway accouterments absent from the view?
75. Is there a clean definition of the paved and unpaved 

road and shoulder, median, side slopes, and 
accessory structures?

76. Are road accessories generally unobtrusive?

Accessories with dark colors may blend into the 
landscape, whereas light, bright colors are exciting but 
distracting. Support structures should be unobtrusive and 
should have a sculptured look or organic shape if possible. 
Visual obstruction should be avoided at all cost. Retaining 
walls should only be used when necessary and should appear 
to be independent structures and simple statements in the
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view. Accouterments along the road will take from the 
pictorial quality of the scenic road. Some elements will 
form boundaries and can be exciting, such as a tunnel 
emerging from a mountain. Bridges also frame vertically and 
horizontally as do walls and retaining walls. A feeling of 
scale and proportion may be evident depending upon their 
shape and size. Objects tend to add to the understanding of 
relative scale in their relationship to the distant roadway. 
Form and sculpture become important in these man-made 
designs, and they should be organic and natural wherever 
possible. Similarly, space division will be added to or 
detracted from by these man-made elements. Foreground, 
middleground, and background can be heightened by these 
elements as the sequence may also be emphasized.

77. Are accouterment colors generally dark and organic 
earthy colors?

78. Are support structures unobtrusive, and do they have 
a sculptured look and organic shape?

79. Is there an absence of visual obstruction?
80. Do retaining walls appear to be individual and

independent structures?
81. Do elements form boundaries to the view ahead?
82. Do roadway accouterments present a relative measure

of scale and proportion?
83. Is sequence of the view ahead obvious because of 

accouterments?
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Grading along the roadway is another important 

aspect of the scenic road„ Grading is the cutting and 
filling done along the right-of-way for the proper function
ing of the road, and it should always be minimal and gentle 
because the intent is to follow the natural lay of the land«

In cut out and fill situations, the following 
standards should be used. Cuts and fills up to 25 feet 
should have a slope of 1:4 or 1:3. Over 25 feet a 1:2 may 
be used. Below 12 feet a 1:4 or 1:6 should be used, but 
never exceeded. Cuts and fills should fit with the natural 
surroundings and be made to conform to the natural land.
The angle of slope should vary according to the surrounding 
topography and grading remnants should never be left to 
obstruct the natural view. Cuts may form vertical boundaries 
to the view. This is not altogether undesirable, but should 
be avoided in most cases. A cut is always a scar, and 
therefore, it takes away from the view. Cuts tend to dis
tort the relative scale of the view. When possible, cuts 
should have a natural form and should fit with the land
scape. Fills are less obtrusive and therefore are accept
able; they then to distort the relative scale less and de
tract less from the scenic view. However, fills should also 
be avoided, but when necessary they should have a natural 
form and should attempt to fit the surrounding topographic 
situation.

84. Are cuts and fills minimal where they occur?
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85. Do cuts and fills seem to fit with the natural 

topography?
86. Does the angle of cut or fill slope conform to the 

natural angle of surrounding hillsides?
87. Are roadway grading remnants nonexistent?
88. Do cuts and fills seem to form vertical boundaries?
89.- Do cuts and fills tend not to distort the relative 

scale of the view?
90. Does the roadway and all its parts fit the land

scape?

There may be a conflict in the attempt to resolve 
the desired curves for an aesthetically pleasing roadway, 
particularly in profile, and in the attempt to minimize cuts 
and fills. To this I can only say that the roadway should 
appear natural and seem to belong with the natural topography. 
Cuts and fills only exist when the roadway is placed where 
it does not belong; therefore, the cuts and fills should be 
minimized.

The roadway can either be a nuisance or an amenity 
to the landscape. It is an amenity when it provides us a 
pleasing way to get to and move through an aesthetically 
pleasing view. One should be aware that roadway location, 
its relationship to other elements, and its visual or 
physical synthesis with the landscape is critical. Road 
construction, alignment, type of traveled way, road
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accouterments, and grading can add to or detract from the 
total scene.

The Landscape Setting
Within the scenic corridor there are many objects 

aside from the roadway. The landscape setting includes 
everything other than the roadway and its accouterments. 
Since the roadway always falls within the landscape, the 
setting becomes of prime concern. It is difficult to deter
mine aesthetic considerations within this context because 
there are many more individual elements. The elements are 
geology, soil, topography, water, plant materials, animals, 
land use, and climate. Each can be viewed as individual 
parts of the landscape setting. Altogether they create the 
scenic view.

The earth is primarily a geologic structure. Often 
the geologic supporting structure may be visible on the 
surface of the ground. It takes on a variety of forms, from 
mountains to boulders to grains of sand. These forms have 
originated from igneous, metamorphic, or sedimentary 
beginnings and exhibit various individual characteristics. 
All geology adds to the total pictorial quality of the view. 
Vertical and horizontal boundaries to the scene are evident 
from surface geology to vertical rock cliffs. Geologic 
structures exhibit a variety of forms and shapes in the 
landscape from the jagged to the very round. The spatial
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division of geologic structures is more subtle than other 
objects, but it is still evident. Rock structures possess 
nearly every color, and they reflect light and cast shadows 
on other elements. Even sequence may be visible in a 
repeated series of geologic structures.

1. Are geologic structures visible?
2. Are a variety of geologic structures and types or 

origins evident?
3. Does the geology add to the picture quality of the 

view?
4. Are vertical boundaries such as mountains and 

horizontal boundaries such as surface rock visible?
5. Are a variety of geologic forms from round to geo

metric visible?
6. Is there evidence of spatial division from geology?
7. Are various colors observable in the geologic 

structures?
8. Do rocks and mountains reflect light and cast 

shadows on other elements?
9. Is there a sequence in the repeated series of 

geologic structures?

The next element of concern may be located directly 
above the geologic base, that is, the soil. Soil is a 
mixture of organic and non-organic matter. It provides 
mechanical support for other elements and provides nutrient
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supporting capability for plants. Soil may not always be 
visible because of plant growth, but where it is visible it 
provides a scenic design unity. It also provides a hori
zontal boundary for the total view. The most important 
visual aspect of soil as far as the scenic road is concerned 
is its variety of colors.

10. Are large areas of natural soil visible?
11. Do areas of soil, such as farmland, provide a design 

unity to the view?
12. Does the soil provide a visual horizontal boundary 

to the picture?
13. Are a variety of colors evident in the soil?
14. Does the soil provide a background for seeing other

objects?

In the scenic landscape, water may be found in any
of its states: gas, liquid, or solid. It may also exhibit
movement or lie motionless. Regardless of its state it adds 
to the total pictorial quality of the scene and provides a 
horizontal or vertical framework to the picture. It ranges 
in color from white to blueblack with many shades of green 
and blue; its color usually depends upon the surrounding en
vironment. Water has considerable reflective qualities and 
may nearly blind the viewer if located between viewer and 
light source. There are a very few situations where water 
may cast an intermittent shadow. In certain views water may
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act as a sequential element. Possibly the most important 
aspect of water bodies is that they have the ability to 
move, thus adding excitement to the scene. They may also 
give a clue to the overall shape of the terrain, relating 
various views and areas, and assisting in location. Whether 
water is in the form of an iceberg, a steaming gusher, or a 
stream, it always adds excitement to the total view.

15. Is water visible in any state?
16. Does water add to the total pictorial quality of 

the scene?
17. Does the water provide a horizontal base to the view 

or does it occasionally provide a vertical boundary?
18. Are colors evident in the water?
19. Does the water reflect surrounding views?
20. Does the water cast an intermittent shadow?
21. Is a certain sequence evident in the view by repeated 

bodies or conditions of water?
22. Is the water in motion?

Plants have the potential for nearly every type of 
visual effect. Flora provide pictorial unity in their 
textures, silhouettes, contrasts of masses and voids, en
closures, and shapes. From the carpet of grass or wild- 
flowers to the ceiling of branches and walls of tree trunks, 
there exist both vertical and horizontal boundaries in the 
landscape setting. The observer can relate to the scale of
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known plants near and far away, and he can relate to the 
proportion of trees and shrubs. The form and shape of plants 
are varied from lineal systems to geometric designs. Space 
division is provided by relative sizes of plant materials 
and by their distance from the viewer. Colors abound in the 
plant world and add visual highpoints and basic background. 
Plants reflect light and shade other elements. Sequence is 
indicated by recurring plant materials. Movement is ex
pressed by the swaying mass of plant life as the wind blows 
through it. Plant materials are the most important aspect 
of the landscape setting. They indicate life and nature, 
and they serve to unify the view as they guide the observer's 
eye. Turf, ground cover, shrubs, and trees exhibit a wide 
range of visual possibilities.

23. Is pictorial unity evident in textures, silhouettes, 
contrasts of masses and voids, enclosures, and 
shapes?

24. Are boundaries created both vertical and horizontal 
by grass and trees?

25. Is it possible to perceive relative scale from known 
sizes of plant materials near and far away?

26. Are lineal systems and geometric systems evident in 
the plant materials?

27. Do the relative sizes and distances of known plant 
materials provide space division in the total view?

28. Are a variety of colors evident?
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29. Do the plants reflect light and shade other objects?
30. Is a sequence created in the view by recurring 

patterns of plant life?
31. Are the plant materials in motion?
32. Do the variety of plant materials seem to provide a 

unified picture?

Although animals play a minor part in the total 
scene, they must yet be considered in the evaluation of the 
landscape setting. Large animals in the open may be very 
noticeable. Fauna provide an added excitement to the view. 
They also provide a means of appreciating the relative scale 
of other objects. Their color may add an aspect of visual 
notation when contrasted with earth or tree colors. Recur
ring domestic animals provide a sense of sequence as one 
moves along the scenic road. From the flight of a bird to 
the jumping of a fish in a lake, the movement of animal life 
is perhaps their most important aspect in the scenic land- 
s cape.

33. Are animals visible?
34. Do they provide a relative scale for other objects?
35. Do animal colors add an aspect of visual notation in 

their contrast with background colors?
36. Is sequence evident from recurring natural or 

domestic animals?
37. Is movement of animals evident in the overall scene?
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38. Do animals seem to add to the pictorial quality?

Topography is the variance in elevation of the sur
face of the surrounding landscape. The ground surface may 
vary from flat desert to undulating hills to precipitous 
mountain inclines. Topography adds to the total scene by 
providing another aspect of the form and sculpture of the 
view. Under certain circumstances it will also provide a 
rough scale and proportion of other objects. Spatial 
division will be evident to a smaller degree in certain cir
cumstances. The undulating ground surface will highlight 
certain light sources and cast shadows. Sequence becomes 
obvious when one travels through rolling hills.

39o Are variations evident in the surface of the ground?
40. Do topographic conditions add to the overall scene?
41. Is an overall form and sculpture of the landscape 

evident?
42. Can one derive some sense of the scale and propor

tion of other elements in the landscape from the 
topography?

43. Does the topography create spatial division?
44. Does the undulating ground surface highlight certain

light sources and cast shadows?
45. .Is sequence noticeable in topographic conditions?

Land use refers to the use of the land by man. The 
actual use may be agricultural, residential, or commercial.
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Land use can play an important part in the total design 
unity of a scene, such as in the view of a farming area.
The observer may note that vertical"and horizontal boundaries 
are quite apparent when there is evidence of human land use.
A relative scale and proportion becomes evident around the 
creations of man. The form and sculpture of many objects, 
including an entire village for example, may prevail in the 
natural landscape.setting. Land use also provides a spatial 
division in the landscape, whether the land use objects are 
near or far away from the observer. A variety of colors are 
evident in land use areas| but somfe are pleasing and others 
are not. Land use objects reflect light and cast shadows, 
and sequence is evident nearly everywhere. Even movement 
may exist in the form of automobiles or other mechanized 
vehicles. These are all indications of human activity and 
therefore are not advantageous to the natural setting. In a 
natural scenic situation, only a few man-made land uses are 
acceptable, and they should play only a small part in the 
total scene at any time.

46. Is there evidence of minimal land use?
47. Are vertical and horizontal boundaries evident in 

the land use?
48. Is a relative scale and proportion of the overall

view noted from the land use?
49. Is there an overall form and sculpture in the

objects of land use?



Does land use nearby and far away provide a space 
division to the view?
Do the colors of land use blend into the overall 
view?
Do the objects reflect light and cast shadows over 
the scene?
Is sequence evident along the road?
Is movement noticed from mechanized vehicles?
Do the visible land use elements appear to be accept
able in the scenic context?

The climate and weather in a particular area or 
region can influence the scenic view. The hot sun or the 
rain cloud may emphasize pictorial unity. Weather provides, 
as an indirect effect, a variety of colors, ranging from a 
bright blue sky to grey clouds. Clouds reflect light and 
cast shadows on the landscape, and the wind creates motion 
in plant life. Climate sets the mood for the whole visual 
scene.

56. Does the weather add to the total unity of the view?
57. Do weather conditions create a variety of colors?
58. Do clouds reflect light and cast shadows?
59. Is the wind blowing and moving elements in the 

scene?
60. Does the climate set the mood throughout the visual 

scene?

50.

51.

52.

53.
54.
55.
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In understanding the part each of these elements 

play in the total scene, one can better evaluate the total 
picture.

The Relationship Between the Roadway 
and the Landscape

A scenic road consists of the integration of a 
pleasing roadway with a beautiful landscape. The roadway 
does not have to lead to any particular destination, and the 
landscape does not have to be of any particular type, pro
vided it is a natural representative of an undisturbed rural 
terrain. A scenic road exists when the roadway and landscape 
are functionally and aesthetically integrated.

A scenic road creates a linear space in the land
scape. The space caused by this element must relate to 
other objects and other spaces in the landscape. Visual 
synthesis is of utmost concern, and considerations of desire 
lines, cost, centroid of demand, and other concerns are sub
ordinate to it. The roadway must respect and not insult 
objects in the landscape. If the road is linear it should 
pass parallel or perpendicular to other linear elements; if 
it does not, an undesirable visual situation is created.
Thus, railroads, fence lines, power transmission lines, 
streams, mountain ridges, or other lineal elements should be 
noted in the evaluation of the scenic roadway.

Natural landscape elements lend themselves more to 
certain road alignments than do others. Ridges, watersheds,
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plateaus, and valleys provide a natural direction for 
vistas. Rivers, lakefronts, valleys, and hillsides are 
complemented with a roadway in a parallel situation. Where 
a road must cross a watercourse, it should do so at a 
natural location, preferably at a narrow point in the 
watercourse, and the crossing should be a short perpendicular 
distance. Ridges should be grossed at an angle and in 
gradual sweeping curves, usually upward toward a saddle 
between the hills. The road should curve through stands of 
plant materials, so as not to destroy the effect of such 
stands. In this way, the roadway retains visual continuity.

A minimal disruption of the landscape is most desir
able. The integration of roadway with landscape necessarily 
involves a minimal disruption of surface drainage, vegeta
tion, geology, and soil. Cutting through a rock formation 
can be scenic, provided it is done along the natural strata 
or fault lines of the rock structure, and then only when 
necessary. Some soils lend themselves to dirt roads, others 
to not. Often an object is better bypassed than moved or 
destroyed for the building of a road.

The observer should also be aware of the things that 
detract from a scenic situation. Billboards and advertising 
signs are undesirable, as are most land uses. A landscape 
should have focal points and landmarks. But there should be 
auxiliary uses along the road, such as parks, picnic areas, 
and scenic overlooks. These uses should be located no more
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than two miles and no less than 30 miles apart. Parks, 
picnic areas, and open areas should not be less than 15 
acres in size.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to explore 
every type of landscape and scenic roadway. The observer 
must keep in mind that the primary purpose of the scenic 
road is to impart to the user physical and psychological 
pleasure within an aesthetic and recreational framework. 
Proper evaluation can best be accomplished when one has had 
field experience in evaluating the scenic road.

This chapter has explored the internal character of 
the roadway, the landscape setting, and the relationship of 
the roadway to the landscape.

It was noted that the character of the roadway is
composed of roadway surface, alignment of the road, separa
tion of traveled roadways, road accouterments, and grading 
along the right-of-way. By evaluating the visual character 
of each of these aspects of the road, one can recognize the 
pleasing aspects of a scenic road.

The landscape setting was considered and found to be 
influenced by geology, soils, hydrology, plant materials, 
animals, topography, land use, and climate. It was noted 
that these elements make up everything seen in the landscape. 
By understanding each part in the scenic picture, the total
picture can be evaluated most proficiently.
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The relationship of the roadway and the landscape 

was discussed. The roadway as an object creates a space in 
the landscape and essentially takes away from the view. But 
since it is essential in order to see the view, it must 
exist.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This paper has developed improved criteria for the 
evaluation of scenic roads. In Chapter 1, I considered the 
scenic road to be a special type of roadway which is intended 
to be used for visual recreation purposes.

In Chapter 2, I presented a methodology derived from 
Abraham Kaplan's The Conduct of Inguiry which proposed to 
describe, explain, and justify the subject of my study.
My description briefly noted the major parts of the study. I 
explained my study by pointing out how available information 
would be re-stated, how physical elements would be analyzed, 
and how my criteria for scenic road evaluation would be 
presented. I justified my study by pointing out that urban 
planning today is becoming more broadly based, and it is 
possible to apply some of the technical and aesthetic prin
ciples of that discipline to a study designed to improve 
existing criteria for evaluating the scenic road.

Chapter 3 surveyed the history of United States 
policy statements on scenic roads. I noted that in 1962 a 
scenic road program began with the creation of the Recrea
tion Advisory Council. The Council published a policy state
ment in 1964 which recommended that more be done to advance

63
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a national scenic road program. The report for a national 
program was published in 1966, but the program was never put 
into effect. President Lyndon Johnson had indicated in 1965 
that national priorities had changed, and it became evident 
that the program would not develop. The Highway Beautifica
tion Act of 1965 further weakened efforts to effect a scenic 
road program; the Act laid heavy stress on the management of 
junk yards, the control of billboards, and the landscaping of 
Federal roads. At this writing, no national scenic road 
program exists.

In Chapter 4, I developed a working definition of the 
scenic road after presenting the existing Federal and Cali
fornia State definitions. I found the Federal definition to 
be too general and therefore impracticable. The California 
State definition of the scenic road, similarly, lacks 
specificity. I then proposed my own definition of the 
scenic road as a vehicular circulation element with pleasing 
internal form located within _a beautiful corridor which 
exists for the purpose of visual recreational enjoyment by 
its users.

Chapter 5 presents existing criteria for evaluating 
scenic roads available in the 1966 report, A Proposed 
Program for Scenic Roads and Parkways. I found these cri
teria to be lacking in depth and specificity.

In Chapter 6, I presented my criteria for scenic 
road evaluation. I first considered the internal character



of such roads and then the landscape setting, and I con
cluded. with a brief discussion describing the necessity of a 
proper integration of road and landscape. My criteria are 
presented in the form of questions arranged in checklist 
fashion. One may thus evaluate a scenic road in the field 
by responding to the questions in the affirmative or in the 
negative. A scenic road will have been confirmed by a 
majority of affirmative responses.



APPENDIX A

SCENIC ROAD EVALUATION SHEET

The Internal Character of the Scenic Road
\

Roadway Surface
1„ Is the roadway surface unpaved?
20 Does the roadway surface add coherence and continuity 

to the road?
3» Does the road seem to provide a horizontal boundary to 

the view of the road?
4« Does the road seem to contain the eye on its surface?
5= Does the surface tend to create a visual emphasis?
6„ Does the lineal form tend to be de-emphasized because

it is not paved?
7» Is the road easily seen as a sculptural element in the 

distance?
8. Does the surfacing provide a feeling of relative scale 

in the distance?
9. Is a proportion evident in the road and other objects?

10. Does the roadway surface seem to relate to other objects
observed?

11. Does the roadway surface seem to tie together elements 
and add space division?

12. Is there a consistency to the view?
13. Does the road surface have a continuous and constant 

co lo r ?
14. Is the roadway a dark color? '
15. Are any visual phenomena evident?

66
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16. Do concrete roads seem to have a sequence in the pave

ment pattern?
17. Is the paved road capable of keeping one aware of the 

natural surroundings?
18. Is there an absence of dust on the unpaved road?
19. Is natural soil or geology evident on the unpaved road?
20. Is scale and proportion lost on the unpaved road?
21. Does the unpaved road indicate an absence of definition

of the roadside?
22. Does the unpaved road pass around objects?
23. Does the unpaved road have pictorial quality and form

blending with the landscape?
24. Does the unpaved road tie together the total picture 

rather than divide it?
25. Are a variety of colors evident adding depth and high

lighting objects?
26. Do bright bands of unusual colors in soil or geology 

add excitement to the view?
27. Is the natural surface of the road more textured than 

a paved road?
28. Does the unpaved surface have unique character?

Roadway Alignment: Horizontal
29. Does the roadway fit into the landscape?
30. When the road is in tangent does it point at something?
31. Does the tangent cause the view not to be divided?
32. Does the tangent seem volatile and pleasing?
33. Is scale and proportion of the road evident both

near and far?
34. Does the curve cause the eye to scan the view, thus

visually unifying the scene?



35. Does the curve tend to distort scale and proportion of
objects?

36. Does the curve seem organic and acceptable in nature?
37. Does it not tend to reduce spatial breakdown of

pictorial quality?
38. Do curves provide a sweeping view?
39. Do short curves abruptly provide a new view?
40. Do long curves relate to long tangents?
41. Do short curves relate to short tangents?
42. Is one-fifth to one-third of the roadway in straight

(tangent) sections?
43. Does the curvilinear alignment have a ratio of two- 

thirds circular arcs to one-third spiral arcs?
44. Are curves long and flat in topography?
45. Do curves become shorter and sharper as one approaches

a community located on a different land use area?

Roadyway Alignment: Vertical
46. Does the roadway grade raise or drop occasionally?
47. Does the variation in grade cause visual concentration

on near and far points?
48. Is sight distance on vertical curves adequate to see 

the entire roadway?
49. Does there appear to be a minimal number of vertical 

curves in the roadway?
50. Are vertical curves interspersed with compound curves?
51. Does a series of continuous vertical curves add 

pictorial unity to the road?
52. Do objects keep their scale and proportion in the view 

even with curves?
53. Does the roadway appear more organic and sculptural?
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54. Do the curves seem to emphasize different spatial 

views?
55. Are shadows cast by vertical curves and are sections of 

the roadway brighter from reflected sunlight?
56. Are patterns and contrasts of the overall roadway 

visible in the distance?

Roadway Alignment: Horizontal and Vertical
57. When the vertical alignment is in tangent is the hori

zontal alignment also in tangent?
58. Are sags and crests in keeping with the horizontal 

alignment?
59. Is the vertical alignment in tangent when the hori

zontal alignment is in tangent?
60. Are sags and crests evident at places other than at 

exits and entrances to horizontal curves?
61. Is the profile in tangent when long horizontal curves 

are evident?
62. Are sags and crests nonexistent in curves?
63. Does the horizontal and vertical alignment seem to fit 

together?

Median Dividers
64. Is the road "one-way?"
65. Is the roadway divided by a median or otherwise are 

roadways separated?
66. Is the divided roadway separated vertically as well as 

horizontally?
67. Are median dividers at least twice the width of a 

traveled way, or 30 feet?
68. When roadways are separated is there some idea where 

the other roadway is?
69. Do median dividers tend to act as visual boundaries in 

the view?
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70. Does the consistenty wide median add a relative visual 

scale to the view?
71. Does the median divider have a form of its own?
72. Is any amount of sequence or unique pictorial quality

of the view added because of variation of the median
grading from that of the roadway?

7.3. Is any softening effect evident in the total view
because of the median?

Roadway Accouterments
74. Are roadway accouterments absent from the view?
75. Is there a clean definition of the paved and unpaved 

road and shoulder, median, side slopes, and accessory 
structures? -

76. Are road accessories generally unobtrusive?
77. Are accouterment colors generally dark and organic 

earthy colors?
78. Are support structures unobtrusive, and do they have a 

sculptured look and organic shape?
79. Is there an absence of visual obstruction?
80. Do retaining walls appear to be individual and inde

pendent structures?
81. Do elements form boundaries to the view ahead?
82. Do roadway accouterments present a relative measure of

scale and proportion?
83. Is sequence of the view ahead obvious because of 

accouterments?

Grading
84. Are cuts and fills minimal where they occur?
85. Do cuts and fills seem to fit with the natural topo

graphy?
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86. Does the angle of cut or fill slope conform to the 

natural angle of surrounding hillsides?
87. Are roadway grading remnants nonexistent?
88. Do cuts and fills seem to form vertical boundaries?
89. Do cuts and fills tend not to distort the relative 

scale of the view?
90. Does the roadway and all its parts fit the landscape?

The Landscape Setting

Geo lo gy
1. Are geologic structures visible?
2. Are a variety of geologic structures and type or 

origins evident?
3. Does the geology add to the picture quality of the 

view?
4. Are vertical boundaries such as mountains and hori

zontal boundaries such as rock visible?
5. Are a variety of geologic forms from round to geometric 

visible?
6. Is there evidence of spatial division from geology?
7. Are various colors observable in the geologic struc

tures?
8. Do rocks and mountains reflect light and cast shadows 

on other elements?
9. Is there a sequence in the repeated series of geologic 

structures?

Soils
10. Are large areas of natural soil visible?
11. Do areas of soil, such as farmland, provide a design 

unity to the view?
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12. Does the soil provide a visual horizontal boundary to 

the picture?
13. Are a variety of colors evident in the soil?
14. Does the soil provide a background for seeing other 

objects?

Hyd rology
15. Is water visible in any state?
16. Does water add to the total pictorial quality of the 

scene?
J17. Does the water provide a horizontal base to the view 

or does it occasionally provide a vertical boundary?
18. Are colors evident in the water?
19. Does the water reflect surrounding views?
20. Does the water cast an intermittent shadow?
21. Is a certain sequence evident in the view by repeated 

bodies or conditions of water?
22. Is the water in motion?

Plant Materials
23. Is pictorial unity evident in textures, silhouettes, 

contrasts of masses and voids, enclosures, and shapes?
24. Are boundaries created both vertical and horizontal by 

grass and trees?
25. Is it possible to perceive relative scale from known 

sizes of plant materials near and far away?
26. Are lineal systems and geometric systems evident in the 

plant materials?
27. Do the relative sizes and distances of known plant 

materials provide space division in the total view?
28. Are a variety of colors evident?
29. Do the plants reflect light and shade other objects?
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30. Is a sequence created in the view by recurring patterns 

of plant life?
31. Are the plant materials in motion?
32. Do the variety of plant materials seem to provide a 

unified picture?

Animals
33. Are animals visible?
34. Do they provide a relative scale for other objects?
35. Do animal colors add an aspect of visual notation in 

their contrast with background colors?
36. Is sequence evident from recurring natural or domestic 

animals?
37. Is movement of animals evident in the overall scene?
38. Do animals seem to add to the pictorial quality?

Topography
39. Are variations evident in the surface of the ground?
40. Do topographic conditions add to the overall scene?
41. Is an overall form and sculpture of the landscape 

evident?
42. Can one derive some sense of the scale and proportion 

of other elements in the landscape from the topography?
43. Does the topography create spatial division?
44. Does the undulating ground surface highlight certain

light sources and cast shadows?
45. Is sequence noticeable in topographic conditions?

Land Use
46. Is there evidence of minimal land use?



47. Are vertical and horizontal boundaries evident in the 
land use?

48. Is a relative scale and proportion of the overall view 
noted from the land use?

49. Is there an overall form and sculpture in the objects 
of land use?

50. Does land use nearby and far away provide a space 
division to the view?

51. Do the colors of land use blend into the overall view?
52. Do the objects reflect light and cast shadows over the

scene?
53. Is sequence evident along the road?
54. Is movement noticed from mechanized vehicles?
55. Do the visible land use elements appear to be acceptabl

in the scenic context?

Climate "
56. Does the weather add to the total unity of the view?
57. Do weather conditions create a variety of colors?
58. Are clouds evident reflecting light and casting shadows
59. Is the wind blowing and moving elements in the scene?
60. Does the climate set the mood throughout the visual 

scene?
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